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ABSTRACT The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) has infiltrated our culture and is gaining traction
in a variety of industrial applications. All of this is made possible by the use of 5G-connected massive
Intelligent Sensing Devices (ISDs) and software-defined technology. It is sometimes desirable, and even
required, to upgrade these ISDs without replacing hardware to make them smarter by adding new features
and/or removing bugs through code dissemination. Using moving vehicles of the 5G-enabled Internet of
Vehicles (IoV) infrastructure is one possible and efficient way to disseminate code. Specifically, safe code
dissemination through a large number of vehicles in a 5G network has emerged as a critical issue. The
motivation stems from the limitations of existing methods, often centralized and vulnerable to compromise,
particularly in semi-connected networks. Therefore, this paper proposes an efficient and reliable Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV)-assisted digital signature-based safe code dissemination framework for a 5G-enabled
IIoT system. Our decentralized approach, which uses digital signatures and a Subjective Logic model,
not only ensures code integrity but also identifies credible code mules, avoiding the pitfalls of traditional
trust evaluation schemes. Furthermore, for UAV trajectory optimization, we redesign the trajectory with
virtual waypoints to shorten the trajectory path for upgrading ISDs that were not upgraded due to the
long-time trailing phenomenon. Our approach is useful in scenarios such as smart cities, where ISDs lack
communication facilities. Through extensive experiments, our framework demonstrates superior efficiency
and reliability compared to state-of-the-art methods.

INDEX TERMS Industrial Internet of Things, code dissemination, trust evaluation, 5G network, trajectory
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERAPID advancement of microprocessor technology
has made Intelligent Sensing Devices (ISDs) more

robust by increasing computing and storage capacity while
decreasing in size [1]. These ISDs, with their intelligent
sensing and communication capabilities, are the most impor-
tant Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) components [2].
By 2025, it is expected that approximately 22 billion ISDs
generating up to 2.5 quintillion bytes of data per day will be
connected to 5G technology [3]. They take a novel approach
to solving complex sensing problems in areas such as
smart cities, intelligent transportation, industrial monitoring,
and defense [4]. Different sensor types, such as motion
or daylight sensors for street lights; temperature, humidity,
and wind sensors for weather prediction; and height sensors
for smart garbage cans, are used in various scenarios to

build a better ecosystem [4]. All of these capabilities and
functionalities are combined to generate smart data, which
is then used by an artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm to
create an intelligent system [5].
Nowadays, the evolution of AI is changing by the day, and

new AI algorithms are being introduced almost every now
and then [5]. Therefore, it is sometimes desirable, and even
required, to upgrade these ISDs without replacing hardware
to make them smarter by adding new features and/or remov-
ing bugs through code dissemination. With the advent of
software-defined technologies, these ISDs can now upgrade
their firmware [6]. It enables deployed ISDs to have new
functions and adapt to the new environment through software
rather than hardware, avoiding the high costs associated with
hardware updates [7]. However, disseminating the code to
ISDs in a smart city is a difficult issue because many ISDs
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are deployed without basic communication facilities, and
their location changes frequently, making communication
with the code center difficult [6]. All these applications can
withstand delays and do not require real-time data reporting
from the data center to ISDs; additionally, upgraded ISDs are
backward compatible with non-upgraded ones [8]. During
the code dissemination process, ISDs running old and new
codes coexist, and all ISDs in the smart city do not need to
be upgraded at the same time. However, the coexistence time
may vary depending on the application requirements [9].
Many studies on code dissemination have been conducted,

and the majority of them use direct communication links
connecting ISDs to code centers, which is a relatively
simple method [9], [10]. However, a significant proportion
of ISDs in semi-connected networks that are unable to
interact directly with the code center face a critical situation
in IIoT applications [9], [10]. The most cost-effective and
efficient way to disseminate code is through the 5G-enabled
Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [6], [9]. Specifically, safe code
dissemination through a large number of vehicles in a 5G
network has emerged as a critical issue [6]. The security
of code dissemination in semi-connected networks differs
significantly from that of fully connected networks, where
a simple encryption technique is sufficient to protect code
dissemination [11], [12]. The use of vehicles as code mules
for code dissemination in a semi-connected network can
result in the attack models listed below.
• Selective forwarding attack: In this attack, malicious
code mules attempt to abandon some or all of the
code data while selectively discarding a portion of
the valuable code, resulting in a failure to receive an
integrated code on time [13].

• Data pollution attack: In this attack, malicious code
mules can disrupt normal code dissemination by tam-
pering, forging, and replaying code data [14].

• Man-in-the-middle attack: In this attack, malicious code
mules act as intermediaries, tampering with and falsi-
fying code to control ISDs in a completely transparent
manner to both the code center and the ISDs [5].

• On-off attack: This attack has two stages: on and off;
during the on stage, malicious code mules imitate
normal behaviors to gain high trust levels, then switch
to the off stage to launch malicious attacks [13].

• Bad/good mouth attack: In a bad mouth attack, mali-
cious code mules slander credible code mules with low
trust levels. During the good mouth attack, the malicious
code mules work together to boost their trust levels far
above the credible code mules [4].

These malicious attacks prevent ISDs from receiving
the code they genuinely require in a timely manner by
discarding or falsifying data and performing misleading trust
evaluations. It will result in application failure or possibly
system paralysis, which will have a significant impact on the
IIoT system and necessitate secure code dissemination [15].
Building upon this context, our paper extends the explo-

ration to the realm of ISDs in IIoT and their interaction

with UAVs. There is no denying that UAVs have attained
significant focus and research in recent years, and with
5G already being deployed, UAVs can now exploit the
capabilities of the new networks [16]. The unique features
of UAVs, such as movement flexibility and efficient code
dissemination capabilities, become crucial in addressing the
challenges posed by the upgrading ISDs that were not
upgraded due to the long-time trailing phenomenon. By
leveraging the capabilities of UAVs in efficiently disseminat-
ing code, we redesign the trajectory with virtual waypoints to
shorten the path. This enhances the security and reliability of
code dissemination in semi-connected networks, providing
a holistic solution to the challenges posed by the dynamic
and diverse nature of IIoT applications [17].

A. MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES
Creating a trust network and disseminating code through
trusted code mules is a well-studied method for ensuring
code integrity, but it is a difficult task [18], [19]. Code
integrity can be ensured, in particular, by disseminating code
through credible code mules. Direct and indirect compre-
hensive evaluation methods, reporting evaluation rating, and
third-party evaluation of object interactive behavior have all
contributed to the development of trust [11], [20]. Many
trust evaluation schemes have been proposed that use trust
establishment based on object behavior, but these schemes
have many flaws and are not suitable for semi-connected
networks [6], [21], [22]. Firstly, with exponentially grow-
ing ISDs, on-time behavior monitoring is impractical and
necessitates more resources and facilities. Secondly, semi-
connected networks face a significant challenge when it
comes to effectively conveying interactive behaviors, primar-
ily due to their limited capacity for direct communication
links with the code center. Because all of these trust
evaluation methods are black boxes that establish trust based
on object behavior rather than content integrity, the results
of their evaluations cannot be verified [14], [23].

B. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
In light of the shortcomings identified in previous studies,
such as unreliability of code integrity, cost inefficiency,
impractical and difficult trust calculation, inaccurate and
unverifiable trust evaluation and so on, we propose an
efficient and reliable UAV-assisted digital signature-based
safe code dissemination framework in a 5G-enabled IIoT
system. The following are the main contributions of our
work:
• A UAV-assisted Digital signature-based safe Code
Dissemination (UDCD) framework is designed, which
uses the digital signature to verify the integrity of
disseminated code in a decentralized manner appropriate
for a semi-connected network.

• We propose a verifiable trust evaluation scheme based
on digital signature verification to identify credible code
mules using the Subjective Logic model.
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• In addition, we propose a virtual waypoint-based
UAV-trajectory optimization method for upgrading non-
upgraded ISDs to reduce UAV-trajectory length.

• Finally, extensive experiments on a real-world dataset
show that the proposed code dissemination scheme
is more efficient and reliable than existing similar
schemes.

C. ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II contains a list of related works. The system
model and problem formulation are presented in Section III.
Section IV describes the proposed UDCD trust evaluation
method in detail, and Section IV-C describes the UAV-
trajectory optimization technique. Section V provides and
discusses the experimental setup and performance evaluation.
Section VI summarizes and concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
IoV infrastructure has proven to be the most efficient and
cost-effective method of disseminating code via vehicles
acting as code mules in a semi-connected 5G-enabled
IIoT system over the last few decades [6], [9]. However,
with the rapid growth of IIoT scale and large ISDs,
management and control of these vehicles, as well as the
integrity of the disseminated code, have become critical
issues [6], [8], [9]. As previously discussed, malicious code
mules can disseminate destructive code, causing significant
harm to IIoT applications. Therefore, identifying and elimi-
nating malicious code mules involved in code dissemination,
as well as ensuring the integrity of the disseminated code,
have become important research objectives.
In general, many studies have been conducted to increase

the coverage ratio by using vehicles as code mules [24],
[25], [26], [27]. Clustering and probabilistic broadcasting are
used in [27] to create a reliable and stable communication
scheme based on multi-vehicle communications. Although
this scheme improves coverage ratios during vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communications, it is incapable of detecting
malicious vehicles, which could lead to code insecurity.
Zhou et al. [24] investigate the use of physical and social
layer information in distributed networks to increase code
dissemination. An iterative matching algorithm based on
price rising is used to solve the joint peer discovery problem.
Although it improved efficiency, it did not address the
security issue, which resulted in malicious vehicles.
Reis et al. [25] present a scheme that uses parked

vehicles to improve data dissemination coverage ratios
through realistic modeling of mobility, parking, and com-
munication. The findings indicated that parked vehicles
could be used instead of fixed units, but they did not
address data security. Inspired by parked vehicles as an
alternative to fixed units, Li et al. [26] propose a Machine
Learning-based Code Dissemination (MLCD) Scheme in
5G Networks that employs high-reliability vehicles as code
disseminators. Although the results show that this scheme

improves coverage ratio and safety degree, it does not
guarantee code integrity and requires a significant amount of
safety degree calculation to maintain a large historical GPS
collection dataset.
In recent years, trust evaluation methods have grown in

popularity as an effective means of identifying malicious
code mules for reliable code dissemination [19], [20],
[21], [22]. The earliest methods of evaluating trust were
evaluation rating methods, but they are no longer considered
reliable due to malicious ratings provided by untrustworthy
users. Some researchers proposed comprehensive trust in
the integration of direct trust through direct interaction
to evaluate interactive objects; however, because direct
interaction is not possible between some objects, trust is
obtained through trust links, which is known as indirect
trust [19], [20]. Although these methods are more advanced
than evaluation rating methods [11], [20], which rely heavily
on the reliability of trusted links and are not suitable for
semi-connected networks. Even if a third-party UAV is used
to observe and report on behavior in real-time, it is expensive
and difficult to implement in a 5G-enabled IIoT system with
large ISDs [11].
Despite their limitations, the above methods are unsuitable

for a semi-connected network because they do not guarantee
data integrity and do not support direct communication with
code centers [9], [10]. Trust discovery has recently advanced
at a rapid pace, prompting us to conduct this study. The
methods used in [21], [22] rely on receiving reports to
discover the trust, but verifying the authenticity of received
reports is not guaranteed and is incorrect in the case of
malicious reporters. The UAV-assisted Trustworthy Code
Dissemination (UTCD) scheme [6] proposed a solution to
the aforementioned problem by implementing a trustworthy
scheme that uses UAV to collect code from specific ISDs
and verify this code in a centralized manner to identify the
credible and malicious code mules, thereby increasing UAV
flight length. Later on, credible code mules join to assist
with code collection for verification. Because the UTCD
scheme does not perform a specific trust evaluation after
identifying mobile vehicles as credible code mules, hijacked
vehicles may compromise code integrity by modifying it, and
hijacked devices may jeopardize security. Table 1 compares
various types of code dissemination schemes in detail.
In summary, the majority of existing methods either do not

verify the integrity of disseminated code or use a centralized
verification system to discover trust. Because none of the
methods took into account compromised vehicles at a later
stage, their methods were either potentially compromised
or required complex calculations to determine truth, which
was both expensive and ineffective. As a result, we propose
an efficient and dependable UDCD scheme for ensuring
code integrity and valid trust discovery in a decentralized
manner. Although some studies have suggested using the
vehicle’s joint UAV to disseminate code, determining the
best and most optimized UAV flight trajectory is still
an ongoing project [6], [11]. For which, we proposed a
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TABLE 1. Comparison of different types of code dissemination schemes.

FIGURE 1. The UDCD framework.

virtual waypoint-based UAV-trajectory optimization method
to upgrade non-upgraded ISDs and shorten the trajectory
path.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. SYSTEM MODEL
The 5G-enabled smart city model used in this paper is a
modified version of [6], and it consists of three components,
which are listed below (see Figure 1). Table 2 shows the list
of notations.

1) CODE CENTER

The code center receives the upgrade code from the cloud
data center using the 5G network and is in charge of
distributing it to ISDs using code mules. The code center is
responsible for disseminating the code to ISDs in the smart
city in an efficient and secure manner. It also keeps track
of all the upgraded and non-upgraded ISDs, as well as the
various types of code mules in the network.

2) ISDS

ISDs are strategically placed throughout the city to provide
smart monitoring and perception of various objects. These
ISDs can adjust various control parameters by self-upgrading
their firmware with the disseminated code to meet the
needs of various applications. To achieve the functionality

TABLE 2. Notations.

described above, we assume that the proposed model has n
ISDs denoted as I = {Ii}ni=1.

3) CODE MULES

Code mules are in charge of transmitting code from the
code center to ISDs. Taking advantage of 5G-enabled IoV
infrastructure, we use GPS and wireless communication-
equipped vehicles as code mules with no modifications.
We use l code mules, denoted as M = {Mi}li=1, for
opportunistic communication at no or minimal cost while
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not interfering with their regular work. Although we use
the “pay less and cover more” policy, we do not consider
the cost of code dissemination in this paper for the sake of
simplicity.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Our primary objective is to disseminate code with high
coverage in a short period while maintaining code integrity.
Similar to [6], this study uses joint vehicles and UAV to
disseminate code in semi-connected networks of 5G-enabled
IIoT. To be more specific, the following performance
indicators are being used:

1) COVERAGE RATIO (CR)

Due to uneven infrastructure in the smart city, downtown
areas are more likely to receive code than outlying areas.
Therefore, the combination of vehicle coverage and UAV
trajectory results in a significantly improved coverage ratio.

CR =

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

⋃
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∣
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∣
∣
∣

n
(1)

where the upgraded ISDs are represented by Îi.

2) DISSEMINATION RATE (DR)

The effectiveness of reliable code dissemination is highly
dependent on the creation of true dissemination, which has
a positive impact on the overall performance of the system
integrity.
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where ÎT
i refers to ISDs that received legitimate code, and

ÎF
i refers to ISDs that received malicious code.

3) UAV-TRAJECTORY LENGTH (UL)

Due to the trailing phenomenon, some ISDs are unable to
obtain the code using only vehicles; thus, we are also using
UAVs to cover the entire geographic area of a smart city.
Because UAVs have limited energy, their flying distance is
also limited, necessitating the use of an optimized UAV-
trajectory length.

UL =
∑

i,j⊆route
di,j (3)

where di,j denotes the distance between two consecutive
ISDs’ waypoints wi and wj.

4) RELIABILITY PERCENTAGE (RP)

Identifying and removing malicious code mules from the
system is an effective method for improving overall system
integrity.

RP =
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where MC
i denotes credible code mules, and MM

i denotes
malicious code mules.
Taking the performance indicators mentioned above into

account, the proposed UDCD scheme aims to achieve
an improved coverage ratio, effective dissemination rate,
optimized UAV-trajectory length, and a high reliability
percentage.

IV. DESIGN OF UDCD SCHEME
We need a large number of ISDs to build a better smart city
ecosystem, but these ISDs must be upgraded over time to
meet new functionality. These ISDs are mostly located along
roadsides and have limited communication capabilities due to
their low cost. Managing and upgrading code to these ISDs
becomes difficult in a semi-connected network. One possible
cost-effective and efficient solution is to use a large number
of vehicles (code mules) to disseminate code throughout the
city [6], [9]. The integrity of this newly upgraded system, on
the other hand, is solely dependent on the credibility of code
and the trust of code mules. As a result, we have proposed
the UDCD scheme to ensure that only trusted code mules
participate in code dissemination. To address the issue that
some ISDs are unable to obtain the code using only vehicles,
we used UAVs to disseminate the code and proposed an
optimized UAV flight trajectory algorithm.

A. OVERVIEW OF UDCD SCHEME
We assume that the code center has private/public keys (sk,
PK), and each Mi is preconfigured with the code center’s
public key, which can later be exchanged with trusted
entities. To better suit the IIoT environment, SEMECS1 [28],
an ultra-lightweight digital signature, is being used. SEMECS
is suitable for embedded devices with limited resources
because it achieves optimal signature and private key sizes
for an Elliptic Curve (EC)-based signature without the
need for any EC operations. Yavuz and Ozmen [28] fully
implemented and tested SEMECS on an 8-bit AVR ATmega
2560 microprocessor, confirming up to 19× less battery
consumption, 6× lower energy consumption, extremely fast
signature generation (1.23 microseconds), and lightweight
transmission, making it ideal for real-time implementation in
industrial environments where all these factors are critical.
In our analysis, we assume that the upgrade code is small

and can be transmitted all at once with a single transmission.

1https://github.com/ozgurozmen/SEMECS
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In contrast, a large code size can be divided into fixed-
size pages and transmitted using the Merkle hash tree [29].
As the entities in our communication system may join and
leave over time, we use over-the-air periodic public key
updates for the SEMECS digital signature. As soon as the
code center announces the upgrade process, it distributes
the digitally signed code (using SEMECS.Sig() function)
to various credible code mules Mi using the 5G network.

σ ← SEMECS.Sig(sk,CODE) (5)

For the first time, we assume that a few credible code
mules already exist; this is not a necessary condition, but it
is required to achieve good efficiency quickly. In addition
to their routine information exchange, Mi exchanges this
digitally signed code through V2V communication. Mi then
validates this code using digital signature verification (using
SEMECS.Ver() function) and sends a recommendation to
the code center.

β ← SEMECS.Ver(PK, σi) (6)

Later, the code center will use these recommendations
to determine whether to remove as many malicious Mi

from the network as possible to ensure the integrity of
disseminated code. The UDCD scheme has four steps: firstly,
code mules gather evidence by verifying the digital signature;
secondly, trust is recommended for the code center; thirdly,
trust is calculated based on recommendations; and finally,
trust is updated to determine whether code mules are credible
or not.

B. TRUST EVALUATION
1) EVIDENCE COLLECTION

The vehicle’s prior behavior is the most important factor
in determining trust in it. As vehicles join and leave the
network, the trust factor becomes uncertain, and we use the
Subjective Logic model [30] to deal with this uncertainty.
The trust opinion in the Subjective Logic model can be
expressed by the triplet vector T={C,M,U}, where C, M, and
U represent the credibility, maliciousness, and uncertainty of
code mules, respectively (C,M,U ∈ [0, 1];C + M + U = 1).
Uncertainty in the code mules are vehicles that are unsure
of their trustworthiness. Following the trust model based on
the Subjective Logic [30], [31], the recommendation value
�Mi of the code mule Mi can be calculated using (7):

�Mi = C+ γ · U (7)

where γ is a constant that is by default set to 0.5 [32],
indicating the effect of uncertainty on the trustworthiness of
code mules, C = p

p+f+ω
, and U = ω

p+f+ω
; p and f represent

the number of pass and fail digital signature verification
results. ω is a non-informative prior weight with a default
value of 2 to ensure the uniform prior probability distribution
function when p = f = 0, and γ = 0.5.

FIGURE 2. The sliding time window.

2) EVALUATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a possibility that some code mules are compromised
and will try to influence the decision. As a result, after
receiving multiple recommendations from various code
mules, a code center must first determine the reliability
of the recommendations. This can be accomplished by
detecting outliers, such as comparing the consistency of
multiple recommendations. However, comparing consistency
is a time-consuming and inefficient task. Therefore, in this
paper, we calculated the recommendation reliability δ among
multiple recommendations by subtracting the recommended
value from the mean value, as shown in (8):

δ = 1− ∣
∣�Mi,j −�Mi

∣
∣ (8)

where �Mi is the mean of the Mi recommendation values,
and �Mi,j is the recommended value for code mule Mi

given by the j-th recommender. The lower the difference is,
the more reliable is the recommendation.

3) TRUST CALCULATION

Even a higher recommendation value becomes ineffective if
δ < 0.5 (below the threshold). For δ > 0.5, the trust value
�Mi of code mule Mi is calculated as given in (9):

�Mi =
∑r

j=1 δ ×�Mi,j

r
(9)

where r is the number of recommenders.

4) TRUST UPDATE

The history records can be used as a reference for current
trust evaluation as vehicles enter and exit the network over
time. If the trust value is updated frequently, it consumes a
lot of energy, and if it is too long, it cannot reflect current
behavior efficiently. Hence, to address this issue, we use a
sliding time window to store vehicle trust updates, as shown
in Figure 2. The sliding time window with size τ stores a
list of trust updates and advances in time from left to right.
The historical record is cleared on a regular basis to save
memory. The trust value is updated based on an event in the
following cycle as given in (10):

�new
Mi
= α ·�old

Mi
+ (1− α) ·�new

Mi
(10)

where �new
Mi

and �old
Mi

are the new and old trust values of
code mule Mi, and α = eold−new is the aging factor in trust
value attenuation, as the most recently computed historical
trust value has greater importance than one computed a long
time ago. To identify credible code mules, we compare the
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Algorithm 1 Trust-Based Credible Code Mules Identification

Input: �Mi , {Mi},
{MC

i

}

;
Output:

{MC
i

}

;

1: for each Mi do
2: Calculate recommendation value �Mi of the

code mule Mi by eq. (7);
3: for j = 1 to r do
4: Calculate recommendation reliability δ using

eq. (8);
5: if δ > 0.5 then
6: Calculate trust value �Mi using eq. (9);
7: end if
8: end for
9: Update trust value using eq. (10);
10: end for
11: Calculate most credible code mules using eq. (11);
12: Add or remove MC

i
∗ from the set

{MC
i

}

to update it;
13: return

{MC
i

}

;

trust values of the recommenders and calculate the optimal
credible code mule values as given in (11):

MC
i
∗ = arg max

i∈Mi

(�M) (11)

Algorithm 1 shows the process of evaluating trust values
and identifying credible code mules. Following the identi-
fication of credible code mules, it updates the set {MC

i },
which is used as a code disseminator. Later on, a few code
mules of different types will join the system and prove their
credibility to join {MC

i }.

C. UAV-TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
UAV-trajectory optimization is another important aspect of
achieving efficient code dissemination to ISDs that have not
been upgraded due to the long-time trailing phenomenon.
We assume the UAV travels in a straight line between two
consecutive waypoints, and area a represents the projected
trajectory of the UAV onto the ground. We also assume that
the UAV will use appropriate combinations of code data size,
flight speed, and flying altitude to reduce communication and
computing latency [33], [34]. In the case of UDCD, the set
of waypoints consists of a collection of non-upgraded ISDs.
To address this issue, we have redesigned the trajectory with
virtual waypoints to reduce UAV trajectory length. The UAV
communication system typically operates on frequencies
between 2.4 and 5.8 GHz and uses communication tech-
nologies such as WiMAX, GPRS, cellular, and so on to
communicate with ISDs available in that region.
Let i ∈ L represent the coordinate of waypoint wi of

ISD Ii on the plane that needs to be upgraded, and each
waypoint wi could be the centroid of the area a covered by
the UAV. For two locations i, j ∈ L, let di,j ∝ ‖wi − wj‖ be
a path covered by the UAV trajectory (i.e., the Euclidean
distance of wi, wj), indicating the distance it takes for the
UAV to move between two waypoints. The UAV creates

a trajectory by visiting a subset of locations in a specific
order. Consider an undirected complete graph G = (L,E, d),
where E = {{i, j} : i, j ∈ L, i 	= j} is the set of links
connecting the waypoints, and each link {i, j} has a distance
di,j associated with it. A trajectoryQ is a tour on the graph G,

i.e., an ordered set of waypoints Q �= (w1,w2, . . . ,wm,w1),
in which the UAV visits each waypoint in the Hamiltonian
cycle with the least weight in the specified order, except for
w1, which is the code station waypoint.
Flying over all the wi for a given a > 0 is obviously

unnecessary because the UAV may be connected to more
than one wi at the same time. Thus, the number of wi visited
by the UAV may be significantly less than m, especially when
a is large and the wi are densely distributed. Therefore, we
create alternative waypoint designs based on the generation
of virtual waypoints, which we refer to as w̃i ∈ R

2×1, i =
1, . . . , p. Let W = {wi}mi=1 represent the set of original
waypoints and W̃ = {w̃i}pi=1 represent the set of virtual
waypoints.
Specifically, given wi and the UAV coverage area a, the

w̃i picking problem seeks to find the largest number of wi
such that each W is covered by at least one w̃i. This is
analogous to the standard base station placement of ensuring
user coverage with a given coverage area a, which can
be efficiently solved by the spiral base station placement
algorithm like the one proposed in [35]. Let w̃i represent
the minimum number of virtual waypoints obtained by using
the spiral base station placement algorithm. To design an
efficient route, the UAV must visit these W̃ sequentially
by following the path generated by the Travelling Salesman
Problem (TSP) algorithm over W̃ , which is less than the
original waypoints (i.e., p < m).
The W are essentially partitioned into p ordered clusters

W̃ denoted as Ci using the spiral base station placement and
TSP algorithm applied over W , where all of the waypoints
in W are covered by the W̃ when the spiral base station
placement algorithm is used. We define the following set
with wi for the pth ordered cluster using (12):

Ci �=
{∥
∥w̃i − wj

∥
∥ ≤ a

2
; ∀w̃i ∈ W̃,∀wj ∈W

}

(12)

In other words, Ci is the collection of all possible
UAV-trajectory locations that ensure all non-upgraded ISDs
waypoints in W are simultaneously connected to the UAV.
It redesigns a new trajectory Q̂, i.e., an ordered set of virtual

waypoints Q̂ �= (w̃1, w̃2, . . . , w̃p, w̃1). Ci is obviously non-
empty because it contains wi, and it is a convex set because
it is an intersection of |W̃| convex sets.
Without losing generality, consider W̃ to be the set of

UAV-trajectory waypoints intersecting with the region Ci.
Because Ci is a convex set, all points of the trajectory path
Q̂ are also in Ci, ensuring that all waypoints in W are
in contact with the UAV. As a result, the waypoints in
Q̂ could be optimized by solving the following problem
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Algorithm 2 UAV-Trajectory Optimization
Input: Waypoints W = {wi}mi=1;
Output: Optimised UAV-trajectory Q̂;

1: Generate a sequence wi ∈ Q using TSP;
2: for each Mi do
3: Pick w̃i using spiral base station placement

algorithm [35];
4: W̃ ← w̃i;
5: Partitioned W into p ordered clusters W̃ in Ci

using eq. (12);
6: end for
7: Generate a sequence w̃i ∈ Q̂ using TSP;
8: while until converge do
9: Converge eq. (13) using existing software like

CVX [36];
10: end while
11: return Q̂;

using (13):

Q̂ = min
{w̃i}

p
∑

i=1

‖w̃i − w̃i+1‖ +
∥
∥w̃p − w̃1

∥
∥

s.t. w̃i ∈ Ci, ∀i. (13)

It is worth noting that the cost function Q̂ has optimized
waypoints W̃ , which is a convex function with respect to
W̃ , and that all of Q̂’s constraints are convex intersects
every original waypoint. Thus, Q̂ is a convex optimization
problem that can be efficiently solved using standard
convex optimization techniques or existing software like
CVX [36]. Algorithm 2 details the process of UAV-trajectory
optimization.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present the performance evaluation
of our novel UAV-assisted digital signature-based Safe
Code Dissemination (UDCD) scheme alongside similar
existing schemes, such as UAV-assisted Trustworthy Code
Dissemination (UTCD) [6] and Machine Learning-based
Code Dissemination (MLCD) [26]. The UTCD scheme first
deploys UAVs to collect sample code known as the code
waiting to be verified (CWV) from specific selected ISDs.
Subsequently, it selects credible code mules to assist in
collecting more sample codes. These samples are then sent
to the code center for verification, where they are compared
to the original disseminated code to determine the credibility
or maliciousness of the vehicle. Notably, the UTCD scheme
employs UAVs to gather sample data for selecting credible
code mules, considering them as the only trustworthy source
to initiate the code dissemination process. However, the
UTCD scheme does not conduct further evaluations of trust
once a vehicle is determined to be credible or malicious.
On the other hand, the MLCD scheme utilizes a machine

learning method to calculate a reliability degree based on
a dataset of GPS locations of parked vehicles, thereby

TABLE 3. Simulation parameters.

selecting credible code mules. MLCD deems vehicles with
consistent parking patterns more credible than those with
random parking patterns. To the best of our knowledge,
Liang et al. [6]’s UTCD scheme and Li et al. [26]’s
MLCD scheme have only performed studies similar to
the one presented in this paper. However, these schemes
may not perform optimally in scenarios where vehicles
frequently enter and leave the network or in cases involving
compromised vehicles, which motivated the proposal of the
UDCD scheme.
The experiments were implemented on a desktop PC

running Windows 10 Pro with an Intel i5 Skylake 2.6 GHz
processor, 12 GB RAM, 475 GB SSD, 100/1000 M adaptive
wireless network card, and Python version 3.10.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The real-world Rome taxi dataset2 [37] is utilized to assess
the effectiveness of the UDCD scheme in terms of improved
coverage ratio, effective code dissemination rate, high
reliability percentage, and optimized UAV-trajectory length.
The dataset comprises GPS coordinates for approximately
300 taxicabs in Rome, Italy, collected between February 1
and February 8, 2014. Similar to [6], we adopt the same
experimental scenario, selecting the city center as the code
center, placing 600 coordinates randomly for the ISDs, and
designating 300 vehicles as code mules in this dataset.
Specifically, we consider 210 credible code mules, 30

malicious code mules, and 60 uncertain code mules, each
with a code dissemination probability of 100%, 0%, and
20% to 80%, respectively. Throughout the experiment, the
trust value threshold for selecting a credible code mule
in all three schemes is set at 0.5 on a scale of 0 to 1.
Furthermore, we assume that out of 210 credible code
mules, 6 are compromised at the start of each day, and by
the end of each day, 50% of them are either credible or
malicious, demonstrating the effect of compromised code
mules. The objective of this study is to compare the
operational performance of UDCD over compromised code
mules with that of UTCD and MLCD schemes. Table 3 lists
the other simulation parameters.

2https://crawdad.org/roma/taxi/20140717/
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FIGURE 3. The distribution of MC
i and MM

i within seven days.

FIGURE 4. The average normalization trust value of each type of code mule.

B. HIGH RELIABILITY PERCENTAGE
Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of MC

i and MM
i over

seven days using the UDCD and UTCD schemes, based on
the impact of code mule trust value evaluation. The x-axis
represents the daily proportion of MC

i and MM
i to the total

available Mi, which varies as discussed in Section V-A.
According to the graph, after three days, UDCD can clearly
distinguish between MC

i and MM
i and maintain a consistent

proportion of MC
i and MM

i for the next four to seven days,
with approximately 80% for MC

i and 3% for MM
i . The

UDCD scheme can effectively distinguish between different
types of Mi because it has a reasonable trust value that
is updated regularly, as shown in eq. (10) and eq. (11)
in Section IV-B. However, it is impossible to distinguish
between the types of Mi in the UTCD scheme because it
contains a greater number of MM

i for code dissemination,
lowering the overall proportion of MC

i and MM
i .

We normalized the trust value of each iteration to more
intuitively visualize the differences in the impact of trust
value evaluation of the three types of code mules. This
means that, for processing, the average trust value of a single
code mule is mapped to a value between 0 and 1. Figure 4
illustrates the average normalized trust value of each type

FIGURE 5. The influence disparity in each iteration.

of code mule across different iterations. Once a stable cycle
has been established, the value of MC

i approaches ∼1, while
the value of MM

i approaches ∼0. Therefore, it is especially
advantageous to select more MC

i for code dissemination and
to eliminate MM

i .
The difference between the average normalization trust

value of MC
i and MM

i is referred to as influence disparity.
Therefore, the greater the influence disparity, the better the
UDCD scheme distinguishes between different types of code
mules. Figure 5 illustrates the influence disparity in each
iteration under the UDCD, UTCD, and MLCD schemes. The
results show that the UDCD scheme maintains a particularly
constant influence disparity after the tenth iteration because
it regularly updates trust values even after differentiating the
type of code mules.
The UTCD scheme exhibits a noticeable increase in

influence disparity in the first two iterations due to the use
of UAV to collect the verification code, but performance
begins to degrade after two iterations. As both the UTCD and
MLCD schemes are unable to distinguish between MC

i and
MM

i with the growing number of compromised code mules,
the code disseminator contains a large number of MM

i . When
malicious code mules are used as code disseminators to
commit joint fraud, the authenticity of the disseminated code
cannot be verified, making it difficult to distinguish between
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FIGURE 6. The percentage of MC
i in each iteration.

FIGURE 7. The percentage of MM
i in each iteration.

the different types of code mules. It has been observed that
the MLCD scheme has a high influence disparity because
it has more MM

i as code disseminators at the start of
the experiment. When compared to the UTCD and MLCD
schemes, the UDCD scheme improves the influence disparity
by 10.30% and 57.16%, respectively.

C. IMPROVED COVERAGE RATIO
The integrated rate of the improved coverage ratio is directly
proportional to the number of MC

i and MM
i in the system.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the percentage of MC
i and

MM
i in each iteration for the UDCD, UTCD, and MLCD

schemes, respectively. When compared to the UTCD and
MLCD schemes, the UDCD scheme detects 5.34% and
8.61% more MC

i , respectively, and 6.28% and 8.19% more
MM

i .
UTCD and MLCD only consider selective forwarding and

man-in-the-middle attacks, leaving them vulnerable to other
types of attacks such as data pollution attacks, on-off attacks,
and bad/good mouth attacks. Consequently, as the number
of malicious code mules increases, so does the detection rate
of these schemes. UDCD, on the other hand, is robust to all
five types of malicious attacks.

D. EFFECTIVE DISSEMINATION RATE
The participation ofMC

i in the code disseminator completely
determines the effectiveness of the code dissemination rate.
Figure 8 illustrates the integrated rate of code dissemina-
tion in different iterations under the UDCD, UTCD, and

FIGURE 8. The integrated rate of code dissemination in different iterations.

FIGURE 9. The percentage of upgraded ISDs and their error rate at various
iterations.

MLCD schemes. The graph demonstrates how the rate
of code dissemination increases in the UDCD scheme as
more MC

i join as code disseminators. In contrast, it is
decreasing in the UTCD and MLCD schemes because
UTCD and MLCD schemes are unable to make decisions
on compromised code mules, which has a direct impact
on the rate of code dissemination. In comparison to the
UTCD and MLCD schemes, the UDCD scheme improves
the code dissemination rate by 13.92% and 24.35%,
respectively.
As previously stated, UTCD and MLCD schemes are

unable to make decisions on compromised code mules and
thus contain MM

i as code disseminators, resulting in more
affected code dissemination. Figure 9 shows the percentage
of upgraded ISDs and their error rate at various iterations.
The affected code in the UTCD and MLCD schemes is
2.18% and 4.07% higher, respectively, than in the UDCD
scheme.

E. COMPUTATIONAL OVERHEAD ANALYSIS
The computational overhead of the proposed UDCD scheme
is significantly lower than that of the UTCD and MLCD. The
increased computational overhead in the UTCD scheme is
due to CWV verification for ISDs, whereas it nearly double
in the MLCD scheme when compared to UDCD and UTCD
due to the incorporation of the Machine Learning method. A
detailed comparison of computational overhead is presented
in Table 4.
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TABLE 4. The comparison of computational overhead.

FIGURE 10. The UAV-trajectory length to update a given number of ISDs.

F. OPTIMISED UAV-TRAJECTORY LENGTH
To validate the performance of our virtual waypoints-
based UAV flight trajectory optimization technique, we
compare it to UTCD’s Grouping-based UAV flight trajectory
optimization technique [6]. Figure 10 displays the total
length of the UAV trajectory required to update a given
number of ISDs. According to the findings, UDCD’s
virtual waypoints-based UAV flight trajectory optimization
technique covers a distance of 23.4 km, whereas UTCD’s
Grouping-based UAV flight trajectory optimization technique
covers 43.6 km, nearly twice as far as the UDCD scheme,
to upgrade 300 ISDs.

VI. CONCLUSION
The use of AI in IoT has increased the demand for code
dissemination to upgrade ISDs using economical vehicles
joint UAVs, making it an important research content in IIoT
applications. However, secure code dissemination through a
large number of vehicles in a semi-connected network of
5G-enabled IIoT systems is a challenging task. Therefore,
we proposed a novel UAV-assisted Digital signature-based
safe Code Dissemination (UDCD) framework for secure code
dissemination. The main idea behind the UDCD scheme
is to use V2V communication to verify the code with
a digital signature and then send a recommendation to
the code center. Later, the code center will use these
recommendations in conjunction with the Subjective Logic
model to determine whether to remove as many malicious
code mules from the network as possible to ensure the
integrity of the disseminated code. This is the first method
that employs periodic trust updating to make appropriate
decisions on compromised code mules at a later stage.
Additionally, we proposed a virtual waypoint-based UAV-
trajectory optimization method for upgrading non-upgraded
ISDs to reduce UAV-trajectory length. The proposed UDCD
framework, while robust, faces challenges in practical
implementation related to regulatory constraints, integration
with existing infrastructure, communication reliability, and

adaptability to diverse environments. The results validated
the UDCD scheme’s performance on a real-world dataset
compared to other existing state-of-the-art schemes. The
UDCD framework, with its numerous application possibil-
ities, is a powerful trust evaluation method that can be
extended to all types of IoT devices in data collection. We
intend to combine the traditional trust evaluation method with
the UDCD method in the future to make it more generous
and practical for semi-connected and distributed networks
of 5G-enabled IIoT systems. Furthermore, our method will
be tested in the development of a decentered octahedron
growth/cellular automaton algorithm, which is used to predict
microstructure formation during metal solidification, where
conflicts can occur between the growing envelopes during
the capture of neighboring cells.
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